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ABSTRACT
Bionic control over the assembly of achiral molecules into chiral supramolecular architectures is challenging, and
typically relies on preexisting templates. We demonstrated that anthracene monomers could self-assemble into
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polyanthracene (PA) nanofibersIP:
with
well-defined
left-handed
nanoarchitectures under well-controlled
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conditions. The spontaneous formation
of supramolecular
helices
might be ascribed to the steric constraints
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imposed by dehydrocyclization carried out at the 4,8 sites of the benzene ring of the anthracene monomer.
Furthermore, high quality, few-layer graphene, derived from the chiral helical PA nanofibers, provided promising
prospects and new ideas for functional materials synthesis and chirality amplification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a fundamental attribute of nature, chirality is observed
in most of the basic building blocks of life, such as
DNA and proteins.1 Biomimetic chiral materials use chirality as a key structural factor, and have displayed a
series of complicated functions in materials science, and
as chemical and biological sensors,2 pharmaceutics, and
for enantioselective separation.3 4 Generally, chirality of
a system involves intrinsically chiral molecules and chiral
assemblies. With asymmetric carbon atoms or conformational asymmetry, chiral molecules form chiral assemblies
by non-covalent interactions. To simulate this principle,
a variety of templates have been introduced to change
the intrinsic assembly modes of achiral molecules to
achieve highly ordered chiral nanoarchitectures with a wide
range of applications.5 6 However, template-dependent
chiral assembly significantly restricts the expression of the
inherent chirality and breaking of symmetry. Self-assembly,
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making use of molecular, rather than atomic, units, offers a
promising bottom-up approach to the construction of functional materials in a template-free fashion.7 8 However,
it remains a great challenge to precisely control the selfassembly of simple achiral molecules into elaborate chiral
supramolecular architectures.
Polyanthracene (PA), one of the most important intrinsic conducting polymers, has exhibited excellent optical
and electronic properties, such as high charge carrier
mobility, superradiance and fluorescence anisotropy.9 The
structure-property relationship of PA has been well established. Their optical and electronic properties depend not
only on the molecular packing, structural defects and material purity, but also on the dimension.10 It is thus of
practical importance to manipulate the molecular organization and spatial orientation of these molecular systems
for applications requiring optoelectronic nanodevices. PA
could be fabricated by anthracene molecules using electrochemical polymerization,11 by a chemical route,12 13 and
through the surface catalysis of Au(111).14 With chiral
dopants of properly folded DNA or polypeptide chains
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as templates, the helical conformation of several conducting polymers has been obtained by ionic interaction.15 16
However, PA nanofibers with chiral supramolecular architectures have not been reported. The self-assembly synthesis of pure chiral helical conducting polymers, taking
advantage of both conducting polymers and chiral nanostructures, still remains a scientific obstacle.
In this communication, we observed that under wellcontrolled conditions, anthracene monomers could selfassemble into arrays of left-handed chiral helical PA
nanofibers in a template-free manner. The spontaneous formation of chiral helices may be initiated by the steric
constraints imposed by dehydrocyclization carried out at
the 4, 8 sites of the benzene ring of the anthracene
monomer. The PA nanofibers were also used in organic
protocols leading to few-layer graphene. This study could
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provide new insights into the regulation of chirality amplification, which would extend our ability to control the
self-assembly of achiral monomers and develop novel
functional materials.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
PA was synthesized through oxidative coupling polymerization from simple anthracene monomers. Anhydrous
CH3 NO2 and CHCl3 were dried in a 4 A molecular sieve,
followed by distillation. All the glass instruments were
dried at 120  C for 12 h. 25 ml of pre-processed anhydrous CH3 NO2 were placed in a 250 ml three-necked flask
(which had received full replacement of N2 ). Anhydrous
FeCl3 (4 g) was then added under the protection of N2 and
strong stirring was carried out until the FeCl3 completely
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the process of anthracene monomer self-assembly into arrays of left-hand chiral helical PA nanofibers in a
template-free manner, (b) UV spectra of anthracene (An) and PA. The inset shows the solution of An (transparent and colorless) and PA (brown),
(C) The FT-IR spectrum of PA.
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dissolved. Then 0.5 g of simple anthracene was added into
polymerization of anthracene monomers (Fig. 1(a)). The
polymerization behavior was studied in aqueous chloa 100 ml stand-up flask (which had received full replaceroform solution using UV-visualization (Fig. 1(b)). The
ment of N2 ), followed by injection of 50 ml Anhydrous
spectrum of anthracene in aqueous solution exhibited
CHCl3 . After the majority of the anthracene had dissolved,
a strong absorbance between 300 and 400 nm, with
the anthracene/CHCl3 solution was transferred into the
pronounced vibronic structures producing peaks at 326,
three-necked flask with strong stirring. The reaction was
342, 359 and 379 nm because of the – ∗ transition.
held for 48 h at RT (room temperature) until the solution
A red shift of absorption bands of approximately 80 nm
turned viscous and dark brown. The fully reacted mixture
red was observed in PA compared with the anthracene
was suction filtered and washed with acetone and methylmonomer. This shift could be assigned to the increase
benzene, respectively, three times, to remove the PA with a
in the magnitude of the conjugation system and the
low degree of polymerization. The pre-purified PA was then
decrease of the band gap values between  and  ∗ after
transferred into a cylindrical filter paper and the backflow
polymerization.11 Furthermore, the characteristic broad
was carried out with methyl alcohol in a soxhlet extracbands in Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy
tion system until the methyl alcohol in the siphon turned
measurement (Fig. 1(c)) of around 746 cm−1 , 1635 cm−1 ,
colorless. The final purified PA was dried under a vacuum.
2359 cm−1 and 3456 cm−1 , clearly showed that PA was
PA nanofibers with left-handed helical architecture were
successfully achieved.
synthesized through a self-assembly process induced by
Chiral, helical nanostructure was then observed after
solvent evaporation. A drop of PA/CHCl3 solution was
drop-casting a PA/CHCl3 solution on a silicon substrate
spread out on a polished silicon wafer, and then exposed to
at room temperature. The evidence for the formation of
air at room temperature till the CHCl3 completely evapochiral nanofibers was provided by scanning electron microrated. The final silicon wafer was characterized using SEM.
scope (SEM) (Fig. 2). Typical homogeneous, chiral, heliFew-layer graphene were synthesized from PA nanocal nanofibers, with lengths up to several micrometers
fibers. Dried PA nanofibers (0.5 g) were calcined at 400  C
and widths of about twenty nanometers, were achieved
under an Ar atmosphere for 4 h. The calcined black powusing 0.02 mM of PA/CHCl3 solution (Figs. 2(b) and
ders were then ultrasonically dispersed in CHCl3 . The
(e)).
widths of the nanofibers could be adjusted by
supernatant liquid was collected and depositedDelivered
on Si sub-by IngentaThe
to:
? concentration of the polymer solutions. When
altering
the
strates for the TEM characterization.
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0.02 mM, heterogeneous chiral helices with smaller diam3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
eters and many spherical beads were fabricated (Figs. 2(a)
To controllably synthesize PA nanostructures, high qualand (d)). A higher concentration of 0.04 mM yielded
ity PA was first prepared using strong Lewis acidoxidative
nanofibers with larger widths accompanied by increased

Fig. 2. SEM images of PA nanofibers. PA nanofibers deposited on the silicon substrate at a concentration of 0.01 mM (a), (d), 0.02 mM (b), (e)
and 0.04 mM (c), (f). The lower images are enlargements of specific regions of the upper images.
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Fig. 4.

TEM images (a), (b) and Raman spectra (c) of PA-derived few-layer graphene.
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self-assembly of anthracene (Fig. 3). Anthracene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon composed of three linearly
fused benzene rings. In the common polymerization system, coupling occurs at the 9, 10 sites on the benzene ring
of anthracene to fabricate symmetric PA.11 12 However,
it is important to note that the catalyst used in this study
was FeCl3 , which can catalyze coupling polymerization
as well as dehydrocyclization. In this sense, we hypothesized that the dehydrocyclization might be carried out at
the 4, 8 sites of the benzene ring. Once dehydrocyclization happened, the steric hindrance between the rigid linear
planar structures of the anthracene molecules was strengthened and further dehydrocyclization at the same side
would be prevented or at least become difficult. Thus, the
stereoselectivity of the whole PA chain favored the selfassembly of anthracene into cylindrical micelles, in which
the molecules are aligned perpendicularly to the cylinder
axis.19 In addition, the rod segments would stack on top
of each other with mutual rotation in the same direction to
avoid steric hindrance between the bulky dendritic wedges.
Consequently, this stacking of the aromatic rod segments
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the formation of supramolecular PA
would lead to helical objects, comprising hydrophobic arohelices because of the steric constraints imposed by dehydrocyclization carried out at the 4, 8 sites of the benzene ring of the anthracene
matic cores, surrounded by hydrophilic dendritic segments
monomer.
that are exposed to the aqueous environment. Specifically,
the helical single strand PA fibers constructed through the
self-assembly
Delivered
to: ? of anthracene monomers was believed to
heterogeneity (Figs. 2(c) and (f)). However, under
a satu-by Ingenta
IP: 93.91.26.211
Nov
2016from
05:59:06
have
arisen
steric constraints imposed by dehydrorated vapor environment, no nanofibers
formed on theOn:
sub-Fri, 11
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cyclization.
The observed supramolecular handedness may
strate after solvent evaporation. It should
be notedAmerican
that all Scientific
be attributed to the strong – stacking and van der Waals
these fabricated nanofibers had a chiral, left-handed helical
interactions among multiple-strand nanofibers.
architecture. Chirality not was only expressed by single
To further explore the application of PA nanofibers with
helical nanofibers, but also by the supramolecular struchelix, chiral structures, they were used in organic syntures: two or more the single helical fibers intertwined with
thetic protocols leading to graphene type molecules. The
each other to form a superhelix. To the best of our knowllamellar graphene (tens of nm in size) were achieved
edge, this is the first experimental observation of helically
chiral structures in PA.
after annealing of PA nanofibers sat 400  C in Ar. The
PA has shown great potential in electrical, optical,
edges of the obtained graphene were generally curled,
and chemical active materials and devices.17 18 Herein,
which might reflect the chiral structure of the PA nanowe report a one-step growth of left-handed helical PA
fibers (Figs. 4(a) and (b)). The Raman spectrum was used
nanofibers. The mechanisms involved in the superstructo reveal the structural characteristic of the as achieved
ture formation might be interpreted in terms of molecular
graphene. The main features in the Raman spectra of
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graphene are the so-called G and D peaks.20 The G peak
is due to the bond stretching of all pairs of sp2 atoms in
both rings and chains. The D peak is due to the breathing
modes of sp2 atoms in rings. Intensity ratio of D and G
peaks ID /IG indicates the degree of disordered structures in
graphene. In this work, G peak at 1584 cm−1 and D peak at
1332 cm−1 represent graphitic and disordered structures of
graphene, respectively (Fig. 4(c)). The high strength ratio
of ID /IG (close to 1) suggested that high quality graphene
was fabricated.21 This result may provide a strategy to
design graphene-like structures made by two-dimensional
polymerization of simple monomers.
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